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Munich

Saturday, 29 April 2017

Upon arrival of DL130 at 09.30 our VIP greeter will be at the door of the plane to meet Rick. He will make
sure Rick will have a smooth immigration and will assist with luggage retrieval. Once bags have been
collected he will accommodate Rick to wait for Ali arrival. At 09.45 a second VIP greeter will be meeting Ali
at the door of BA948 upon landing in Munich. Greeter will assist with immigration and luggage retrieval. He
will accompany Ali to meet Rick and together they will board their chauffeured vehicle to reach The Charles
Hotel in Sophienstrasse 28. Both flights are arriving at Terminal 1 so it will be easy to fix their meeting
provided both airplanes will arrive on time. Arrival transfer will be performed by Simone our German chief
guide. She will be with guests also for city tour and for their departure transfer so that she will have a chance
to make a continuos explanation of the nice capital of Bavaria. Simone will be driving a new Ford Galaxy.
VIP greeter for Rick arriving o/b DL130
VIP greeter for Ali arriving o/b BA948
Chauffeured arrival transfer to The Charles with English speaking guide for panoramic
tour on the way

Soon after leaving the airport Simone will drive to The Charles to deposit guest's luggage. She will then
take them through a walking tour since most of the center of Munich is pedestrian area. However she will
have her car ready at any moment so that in case it is needed they will use it. Munich, Bavaria’s capital, is
home to centuries-old buildings and numerous museums. The city is known for its annual Oktoberfest
celebration and its beer halls, including the famed Hofbräuhaus, founded in 1589. In the Altstadt (Old Town),
central Marienplatz square contains landmarks such as Neo-Gothic Neues Rathaus (town hall), with a
popular glockenspiel show that chimes and reenacts stories from the 16th century. Simone will drive guests
through following locations: Allianz arena, BMW headquarters, Olympic park, Koenigsplatz (art quarter and
former Nazi headquarters), Ludwigstrasse splendid boulevard with medieval city gates, Nymphenburg
summer palace. While the walking tour will include: Marienplatz, New and Old Town hall, food market,Old
court, the cathedral Frauenkirche and the Feldhernhalle Opera.
Private guided tour of Munich ending at The Charles around 15.00
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Paris

Sunday, 30 April 2017

At 18.30 Simone will be at The Charles to collect guests for their private departure transfer to Munich airport.
Upon their arrival at the airport guests will be met by our VIP greeter who will make sure they have a smooth
boarding to their flight AF1023 departing to Paris at 20.30.

Private departure transfer to Munich airport
VIP greeter for departure 2 people aboard AF1023

Our French VIP greeter will be at the door of AF1023 to assist guests with their arrival procedure. He will
escort them to their driver waiting outside to take them to the Bristol Hotel in rue di Faubourg Saint-Honorè,
the very heart of the Ville Lumiere.

VIP greeter in CDG for arrival 2 pax aboard AF1023
Private arrival transfer to Faubourgh Saint-Honorè

Paris

Monday, 1 May 2017

Paris, France's capital, is a major European city and a global center for art, fashion, gastronomy and culture.
Its 19th-century cityscape is crisscrossed by wide boulevards and the River Seine. Beyond such landmarks
as the Eiffel Tower and the 12th-century, Gothic Notre-Dame cathedral, the city is known for its café culture
and designer boutiques along the Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré the very heart of Paris.
10.00 13.00 Private guided tour of Paris
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Brussels

Tuesday, 2 May 2017

Our driver will be at the Bristol at 09.30 to drive guests to Gare du Nord rail station where he will assist them
boarding their train to Brussels departing at 10.25.

Private departure transfer to Gare du Nord for train to Brussels departing at 10.25

At 11.47 guests will arrive at the station of Midi-Zuid. Mike, your Belgian guide will be meeting them right at
the platform of their train. He will be right at the door of the coach. To meet Mike it will be important to use
the door of the wagon where they were are seated. Transfer to Steigenberger Witchers in avenue Louise will
take just 20 minutes. Mike will be with guests till their departure transfer. He will be driving a brand new
Mercedes sedan.

Meet & greet at Midi Zuid rail station & transfer to Steigenberger Witchers

Mike will be at Steigenberger at 14.30 to take guests for a private city tour. During the visit guests will admire
the breathtaking architecture of the magnificent Grand Place, the Notre Dame Church, and the Justice
Palace. They will savour the delectable flavors of the real Brussels Waffle, and enjoy fantastic shopping in
the Fashion Boutiques area as well as the Grand Sablon, world famous antiques market.
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3 hours private guided tour of Brussels aboard chauffeured Mercedes of 2016

Amsterdam

Wednesday, 3 May 2017

At 14.00 Mike will meet guests to bring them to rail station where they will board their train Thalys #9397
departing to Amsterdam departing at 14.52.
Private transfer to rail station with assistance till your seats aboard train to Amsterdam
departing at 14.52

Upon arrival in Amsterdam at 16.42 guests will be met by Rose Marie, our chief guide there. She will have
her assistant that will take care of luggage.
Meet & greet at train Thalys 9397 from Brussels followed by private guided panoramic
tour ending to Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam hotel,

Prior reaching the hotel there will be a private city tour. Amsterdam is one of the greatest small cities in the
world. From Amsterdam canals to world-famous Amsterdam museums and historical Amsterdam sights, it is
one of the most romantic and beautiful cities in Europe. Amsterdam is also a city of tolerance and diversity.
It has all the advantages of a big city: rich culture, lively Amsterdam nightlife, international restaurants, good
transport - but is quiet, and largely thanks to its extensive canals, has a little road traffic. In this city your
destination is never far away.
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Private guided tour on the way to Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam hotel

Back Home...

Friday, 5 May 2017

Rose Marie will be at the Waldorf Astoria in Herengracht at 12.00 to drive guests to Schiphol airport for their
flight DL9374 leaving to Atlanta at 16.50. Today while driving to the airport there will be the visit of the
landmark of Amsterdam, the Anne Frank House. The Anne Frank House is a writer's house and biographical
museum dedicated to Jewish wartime diarist Anne Frank. The building is located on a canal called the
Prinsengracht, in central Amsterdam. Because of its dimension and its rules of admitting only small groups
this is the most difficult museum to visit in Amsterdam. We have got admissions at 12.15. Upon arrival at the
airport guests will be met by our VIP greeter that will ensure smooth departure procedures. Our greeter will
assist guests in getting full refund of VAT taxes they paid on their duty free shopping. Make sure all receipts
are handy !!
At 12.00 private departure transfer to Schiphol airport to catch DL9374 including Anne
Franke admissions (purchased at parallel market)
VIP meet & greet for 2 people departing aboard DL9374 including filing for VAT refund
Electric golf cart to be used inside Schiphol airport in case flight is parked far away from
check in area
Private porterage at Schiphol airport

